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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Resort Municipality of Whistler (RMOW) is a proven leader in strategic wildfire management, fire risk mitigation
initiatives, and community involvement and education. The RMOW has demonstrated this leadership through its
participation in the Strategic Wildfire Prevention Initiative by completing and implementing recommendations from
both the 2007 CWPP and an updated 2011 CWPP. An active fuel treatment program was started in 2008 and has
continued annually through 2016 in and around identified high risk neighbourhoods. The Municipality has
proactively conducted FireSmart assessments of the large majority of single family residences and undertaken a
comprehensive fire behaviour analysis to identify strategic landscape level fuel breaks necessary to protect the
community. A pilot area along the Callaghan forest service road was recently treated as a pilot fuel break area to
demonstrate and test the concept to evaluate costs of the landscape fuel break strategy.
Whistler Fire Rescue has been active in addressing the issue of interface fires including supporting bylaw changes,
promoting neighbourhood FireSmart initiatives, upgrading equipment, and looking at new detection technologies.
The department has allocated funds for a FireSmart coordinator to promote FireSmart compliance of private
properties. The department participates in and supports the historic and current works on landscape fuel
management around the community.
The Municipality has proactively changed bylaws to allow for backyard burning during specified times during the
spring and fall to dispose of forest related debris on residential properties. Additionally, the RMOW relaxed burning
and smoke control regulations in 2015 to allow for pile burning of slash materials generated from fuel treatment
work in the Kadenwood neighbourhood.
While the RMOW has been a provincial leader in wildfire protection and has proactively applied for supporting and
matching funding wherever possible, wildfires locally (Boulder Creek in 2015 and on Blackcomb Mountain in 2009)
and the recent Horse River wildfire in Fort McMurray have renewed the urgency to accelerate plans and activities
required to achieve a high standard of protection to the community. While the protection efforts to date have been
significant it is estimated that an additional twenty years will be required, given the present available funding
sources, to implement all of the required measures that are available to fully protect the community.
To shorten the timeline and improve efficient use of resources, the RMOW requested B.A. Blackwell & Associates
Ltd. integrate the Community Wildfire Protection Plan (2011) and the Landscape Scale Fire Behaviour Model report
and develop a comprehensive, strategic plan to prioritize key recommendations.
Recommendations provided in this strategy are summarized below and cross-referenced to the applicable sections
in the document.
Section
Reference

Recommendation
RMOW Infrastructure and Green-Space
1

Inventory critical Municipal infrastructure that could be significantly impacted by wildfire. Critical
infrastructure not under the responsibility of RMOW (i.e., transmission and communication
networks) should be included in this inventory.

2.4
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Section
Reference

Recommendation
2

Work with other key stakeholders to identify and prioritize other green space infrastructure that
could be impacted by wildfire and requires protection.

2.5

RMOW Resources
3

Secure required personnel resources to manage and administer a coordinated operational fuel
management program that includes coordination with key stakeholders and funding programs.

3.2

4

Establish a 3 to 5-year operational fuel management contract with the goal of encouraging
investment in technologies and equipment to increase efficiencies and reduce treatment costs

3.2

Stakeholder Coordination and Advance Planning to Collaboratively and Efficiently Plan and Implement
Landscape Scale Fuel Management
5

Develop a multi-year plan that 1) identifies treatment areas and areas requiring maintenance that
are linked to the level of funding determined as part of this process and 2) that is widely publicized
so all stakeholders are aware of RMOW fuel management planning.

3.4

Conduct a high-level meeting with senior staff from the key organizations as the starting point to
develop a plan and cooperatively work together to implement a broader landscape level treatment
strategy. While it is recognized that there are barriers to change, determined leadership by the
RMOW, CCF and the Province can lead to success.

4.3

7

Partner with CCF (memorandum of understanding is required) to advance the application of
mechanical treatments to reduce costs.

2.7.4 and 4.3

8

Invest in a comprehensive 10-year action, ideally with a 3-year projection, to ensure projects are
shovel-ready and can be implemented quickly as funding opportunities come available.

4.3

9

Explore opportunity for creating prescriptions based on a range of site conditions rather than
unique prescriptions for each treatment unit.

4.3

6

Funding to Develop the Community Wildfire Protection Program and Stand-Alone Projects
10

Secure additional funding to accelerate the Community Wildfire Protection program. Options
include: capital project funding (10-year cycle), maximization of UBCM funding, and FES funding
secured in coordination with MFLNRO and CCF (fuel break projects)

4.1

Secure funding to partner with the BC Wildfire Service to develop a stand-alone project based on
2014 property risk assessments to design and implement a web-based tool for homeowners to
evaluate their relative risk and provide tools to help reduce this risk (Stand-Alone Project 1)

6

12

Secure funding to design a pilot project with the CCF to coordinate activities and reduce costs
(Stand-Alone Project 2).

6

13

Secure funding to develop new bylaws and create Wildfire DPA. Strike a staff committee involving
all coordinating departments and consult externally with realtors, builders and developers (StandAlone Project 3)

6

Seek additional support and funding certainty from the province to accelerate the overall plan
outlined in this strategy.

3.1

11

14

Private Land Wildfire Risk Mitigation
15

Improve public understanding of fire risk and personal/homeowner responsibility and mitigate
wildfire risks on private property through increased efforts in public outreach and education.

4.2 and 6

16

Enforce a comprehensive and consistent standard of development in high hazard wildfire zones
through the development and implementation of a Wildfire Development Permit Area (DPA).

3.5 and 4.4
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Section
Reference

Recommendation
17

The new FireSmart coordinator should develop a strategic plan based on identified risks and
priorities including working with stratas.

4.2
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1 METHODOLOGY
This strategy has been put together following a methodology developed with Resort Municipality of Whistler
(RMOW) staff, and based on:




Phase I: Information Gathering
Phase II: Policy Research and Development
Phase III: Identifying Options

1.1 PHASE I: INFORMATION GATHERING
Interviews with key stakeholders were conducted to determine local community needs and the current fuel
management direction within the RMOW. Within the Provincial government, the goal was to confirm the direction
of the Union of British Columbia Municipalities (UBCM) fuel management program by conducting interviews with:






Greg Anderson, Executive Director Forest Enhancement Project (FEP);
Mike Furey, RMOW Chief Administrative Officer;
Geoff Playfair, RMOW Fire Chief;
Heather Beresford – RMOW Manager Environmental Stewardship; and
RMOW General Managers Jan Jansen (Resort Experience Division), Norm McPhail (Corporate and
Community Services division), James Hallisey (Infrastructure Services) Ted Battiston (Director, Corporate,
Economic, and Environmental Services).

In coordination with land managers we determined how their initiatives are coordinated and identified existing
gaps. Interviews were conducted with:



Frank DeGagne, Stewardship Officer, Sea to Sky Resource District, MFLNRO;
Jeff Fisher and Tom Cole, Cheakamus Community Forest (CCF).

Historically, local contractors that were involved in fuel management were interviewed to better understand issues
such as project timing, standards and implementation, labour availability, and contractor priorities.

1.2 PHASE II: POLICY RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
The work of other jurisdictions throughout the Province and in Alberta was reviewed to better understand how
other local governments are tackling the problems associated with interface fuel management and community
protection. Policy and by-laws were reviewed, and current taxation and/or funding mechanisms available to local
governments were assessed.
More narrowly, this research also focused on requirements to administer and operate fuel management programs,
including the roles and responsibilities of the program manager, site supervisors, and staff. Additionally, where and
how local government representatives, contractors, volunteers, and community groups can get involved in the
program was assessed.
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1.3 PHASE III: IDENTIFYING OPTIONS
The work completed in Phases I and II has been drawn into this draft strategy and outlines options for the RMOW
with regards to funding and implementing a scaled-up fuels management program that accelerates treatment areas
through UBCM funding, and leveraging the operations of the Community Forest and Forest Enhancement Program
(FEP) funding to establish landscape fuel breaks and fuel treatment areas that do not meet current UBCM funding
criteria.
The work conducted in Phases I and II formed the foundation for identifying options to accelerate wildfire protection
in the RMOW and has provided guidance in the following key areas:






Identifying concerns with wildfire and existing protection and fuel management efforts;
Documenting issues and concerns with the current program;
Identifying the scope, mandate, priorities, challenges and options for the RMOW to advance its program
expediently;
Developing direction and implementation strategies to community protection and fuel management
specific to the RMOW; and
Identifying specific areas of the Municipality that are a wildfire concern.

2 STRATEGY BACKGROUND
2.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Each year BC’s forests and the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) experience wildfire activity. Over the past decade,
tens of thousands of residents have been evacuated, communities and their values threatened, homes lost
throughout the Province, and annual suppression expenses have typically exceeded $100 million1. Based on a 10year average, approximately 1,800 wildfires affect 130,000 ha of forest each year. On average over this ten-year
period approximately 60% of wildfires were caused by lightning, while 40% were human caused. Figure 1 below
demonstrates the yearly area burnt (in hectares) and the cost of fire suppression (in millions of dollars) from 2005
to 2014. Considering the extent of annual wildfire activity throughout the Province, many homes and properties
within the RMOW are vulnerable in the WUI.

1

http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/wildfire-status/wildfire-statistics/wildfire-averages
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Figure 1. Fire season averages in British Columbia for area burnt (hectares) and cost (millions of dollars) for 2002
to 2014. Derived from data on: http://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/safety/wildfire-status/wildfirestatistics/wildfire-averages
Following the events of the 2003 fire season, Gary Filmon, with the cooperation of the Province, undertook the
2003 Firestorm Review. The review focused its attention on wildfire threat to WUI communities and detailed
contributing factors to the catastrophic wildfires of 2003, which included:





Decades of fire exclusion in fire-adapted ecosystems;
Forestry and other land-use practices contributing to fuel accumulations;
Increasing migration of homes and communities into the wildland; and
Extended periods of drought and weather conducive to extreme fire behaviour.

Of the 42 recommendations put forward by the review team, several dealt specifically with the physical aspect of
wildfire threat due to fuel loads and need for the Province to lead strategic wildfire plan development. Part of the
Province’s response to the implementation of these recommendations was to fund Community Wildfire Protection
Plans (CWPPs), fuel treatment prescriptions and operational fuel treatment projects within interface communities.

2.2 RMOW RESPONSE
In 2011, an updated CWPP was completed for the RMOW. This CWPP included the entire community and
approximately 4,000 ha of high hazard (Priority 1 and 2) Crown Land within the municipal boundary (Table 1
and
Figure 2). In the municipal boundary priority treatment areas were identified based on hazardous fuels (C2, C3, and
C4 complexes) within 500 m of structures in the core build-up area. The total area of Priority 1 treatments identified
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within 500m of structures is approximately 1200 ha (Table 1 and Figure 3). The C2 fuel type is characterized by
plantations older than 20 years of generally high density with high canopy and low crowns. Wildfires occurring in
this fuel type under high wildfire danger level are often crown fires of high to very high fire intensity and rate of
spread. The C3 fuel type is characterized by fully stocked, late young forests with crowns separated from the ground.
Fires occurring under high wildfire danger levels are generally surface and crown fires with low to very high fire
intensity and rate of spread. Finally, the C4 fuel type is characterized by dense pole-sapling forest and young
plantations with heavy standing dead and down, dead woody fuel accumulation and continuous vertical crown fuel
continuity. Under high wildfire danger level, wildfire behaviour for this fuel type is almost always crown fire with
high to very high fire intensity and rate of spread.
Table 1. Summary of hazardous fuel types and priority treatment areas for all administrative areas located within
and adjacent to the RMOW.
Administrative Responsibility

Fuel Type (ha)
C2

C3

TOTAL (ha)

C4

Total Study Area
RMOW
RMOW/Controlled Recreation Area
(CRA)
RMOW/Community Forest

2

492

346

840

7

273

294

574

218

603

1254

2075

Protection Area*

0

144

16

160

Protection Area/Community Forest

3

89

244

336

2154

3985

TOTAL All Hazardous Fuel Types
230
1601
(Priority 1 and 2)
Within 500 meters of structures within the core buildup area
RMOW

2

323

246

571

RMOW/CRA

7

123

169

299

RMOW/Community Forest

2

107

170

279

Protection Area

0

0

0

0

Protection Area/Community Forest

0

0

0

0

TOTAL Priority 1 Treatment Areas

11

553

585

1149

* Protection Area refers to the northern-most portion of the Study Area outside of the Municipal boundary as illustrated in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. High hazard fuel types (C2, C3, and C4) located within the Study Area on Crown Land.
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Figure 3. Priority 1 treatment areas (identified as dark red) and Priority 2 treatment areas (identified as pink)
located within administrative areas located within and adjacent to the RMOW.
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To date, fuel treatment projects throughout the RMOW have only addressed a fraction of the work required to
address the known identified wildfire threats. Through the UBCM Strategic Wildfire Prevention Initiative (SWPI),
the RMOW is currently eligible to receive $400,000/year to fund wildfire mitigation. Considering fuel treatment
implementation costs are approximately $30,000/ha for the common stand types within the RMOW, current
funding only allows for treatment of 20 ha/year (assuming a $10,000 per ha RMOW contribution). With
approximately 1,200 ha identified as Priority 1, it would take over 60 years to complete fuel management of these
areas with the current resources available. This estimate does not include the maintenance activities in treated
areas required to reduce the build-up of hazardous fuels, nor does it include priority 2 areas which represent
approximately an additional area of 1,155 ha.
The size and scale of the fuel problem cannot be managed within the current available budget and resource capacity
– funding needs to increase to address the problem in a meaningful way. Furthermore, the current funding is
specifically for fuel treatments and therefore does not allow for important work in areas such as public education
and the protection of critical infrastructure. Broadly, the current SWPI funding eligibility criteria for new operational
fuel treatments and maintenance programs limit the application of this funding (with some exceptions) to projects
in the WUI on Crown or municipal land in areas identified as high or extreme WUI Behaviour Threat Class or overall
WUI Threat Class. Furthermore, these areas must either be identified as a high priority in the current CWPP or as
priority areas in the MFLNRO Fire Management Plan (FMP) and/or Five Year Fuel Treatment Plan (as available).
Another funding stream available for Landscape fuel breaks on Crown land that typically do not qualify for SWPI
funding is the Forest Enhancement Society of BC (FESBC) Forest Enhancement Program (FEP). The qualification and
prioritization of wildfire risk reduction/mitigation projects for FESBC funding is less restrictive than the SWPI criteria
and is based on reduction of wildfire threat to communities, critical infrastructure, First Nation cultural values,
timber supply and special features (i.e., parks and protected areas) in consideration of the CWPPs and FMP.
Furthermore, selection criteria for FESBC include other potentially related activities including: wildlife habitat
enhancement, rehabilitation of fire damaged or low value stands, and recovery of fibre. Prioritization for FESP
funding also considers community and First Nation support, opportunities to leverage FESBC funding with other
funding sources (i.e., SWPI and others) and opportunities to attain carbon benefits.
The central objective of this strategy is to address the scale of the wildfire threat in the RMOW and to identify the
steps needed for program change within both the RMOW and the Province. These changes are required to better
mitigate and protect communities from the current and growing risk of wildfire within the community.

2.3 VALUES AT RISK
According to the 2011 Census, a RMOW population of 9,824 permanent residents live within the municipality with
annual visitation at approximately 2.5 million. Total property assessment in the Municipality is valued at nearly
$9.73 billion. 2015 property tax alone generated approximately $35.2 million (EPIC, 2016) and overall annual tax
revenue (federal, provincial and municipal) generated by Whistler spending is approximately $500M per year, or
approximately $1.37M per day. The majority of the assessed properties in the RMOW are vulnerable to wildfire
because of their proximity to, and or location within, the WUI. The 2014 community FireSmart assessment found
that 26% of assessed structures had a structure and site hazard rating of ‘extreme’ while 50% of assessed homes
were rated as ‘high’ (Blackwell, 2014). The CWPP identifies and prioritizes hazardous fuels that pose high or extreme
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fire risk to the community as discussed in the section above. These areas are largely located within the main Whistler
valley and are in close proximity to private property.
The large majority of homes within the RMOW on private land are not FireSmart compliant and would be vulnerable
to a wildfire. This highlights the need to consider both public and private lands as a threat. The private land wildfire
problem emphasizes the priority need for governments to utilize policy and or development tools, such as a
development permit area, to manage this problem.
Priority treatment areas on crown land may be managed by the RMOW in order to directly mitigate the wildfire risk
to the community. Priority areas on private land are considerably more problematic, as the RMOW influence over
activities on, and the state of private land is limited. There are some neighbourhoods in the RMOW where this
problem is more pronounced than others. Some example neighbourhoods that meet this description include but
are not limited to Emerald Estates, Alpine Meadows, Bayshores, and Brio. While the RMOW may not have control
to implement FireSmart on single family residences, the municipality could likely be more effective in dealing with
strata corporations, where their councils have more influence on specific management issues likely roofing and
landscaping standards that greatly influence a development’s fire vulnerability. There are significant properties
controlled by strata corporations throughout the municipality and these should be a big focus of any FireSmart
initiative.
It is not uncommon in many of these high-risk areas for one or a few private landholders to increase the fire risk for
many adjacent structures and residences.

2.4 RMOW INFRASTRUCTURE
Private land assets represent only some of the values at risk from wildfire. The RMOW also has considerable
investments in critical infrastructure, such as water delivery and treatment systems, many of which are vulnerable
to wildfire. The wastewater treatment plant and system was assessed in 2016 at approximately $69.4 million,
sanitation lift stations were valued at approximately $5 million and PVR/Booster stations and water reservoir
intakes/pumps/water wells were valued at approximately $24 million.

Figure 4. Whistler Wastewater Treatment Plant.
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In addition, the four community watersheds that are vulnerable to fire and critical to community water quality and
delivery are at risk. These watersheds have the potential to be significantly compromised by high severity, large
scale wildfires that will lead to surface erosion, sedimentation and potential debris flows that can last decades
following a wildfire.
Traditionally the RMOW has been serviced by a network of community watersheds including the Twenty-one mile,
Alpha, Whistler and Blackcomb Creeks community watersheds. Currently only the Twenty-one-mile watershed is
active, the Alpha and Whistler watersheds are offline, and the Blackcomb watershed is for emergency (fire-fighting
purposes only). More and more the community is becoming dependent on the Rainbow and other aquifers. Figure
5. shows the network and spatial distribution of watersheds and the aquifer that provide water to the community.
From the Figure, it is clearly evident that a large scale catastrophic wildfire could severely impact Whistler’s water
service.
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Figure 5. Overview of important community watersheds and the Rainbow Aquifer that supply the community’s
drinking water and are a source of water for firefighting.
These are only some of the highlights of RMOW infrastructure and there are significant non-RMOW values such as
transmission and communication networks that are vital during an emergency event. This critical infrastructure
must also be included in an inventory of infrastructure that may be vulnerable to fire.
Recommendation: Inventory and identify risk reductions actions for critical Municipal infrastructure that could
be significantly impacted by wildfire. Critical infrastructure not under the responsibility of RMOW (i.e.,
transmission and communication networks) should be included in this inventory.
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2.5 RMOW GREENSPACE
There are 543 ha of greenspace scattered throughout the RMOW, including 373 ha of parks and 170 ha of other
miscellaneous area classified as greenspace (Table 2 and Figure 6). These Parks and greenspace include areas with
ecological, social, cultural, and economic values at risk. Only the trail network around Lost Lake has been treated
for high hazard fuels (Figure 7A and B), yet there are many other areas of municipal green space that have been
reviewed in relation to fuel hazard and the potential for these areas to be lost in a catastrophic wildfire. This includes
many linear corridors of trees and vegetation that line the extensive network of trails and that are vital to the
character and brand of the community that makes Whistler a world class destination resort. This work will require
additional funding and staff within the Parks department.
Table 2. Summary of greenspaces located within the RMOW.

1

Alta Lake Park

Area
(ha)
2.0

2

Wayside Park

0.9

20

Snowflake Park

0.9

38

Taluswood Park

0.8

3

Wedge Park

27.5

21

Village Park West

0.4

39

Myrtle Phillips Fields

3.7

4

Bayly Park

9.9

22

Village Park East

0.3

40

Fitzsimmons Creek Park

9.8

5

Marmot Park

0.3

23

Florence Petersen

0.5

41

Beaver Lake Park

7.9

6

Rocky Knoll Park

4.2

24

0.2

42

Balsam Park

0.6

7

Pine Point Park

2.1

25

4.8

43

Cheakamus Common

0.2

8

Dream River Park

2.7

26

Green Lake Park
Whistler Secondary
Fields
Lost Lake Park

209.4

44

Lakeside Park

1.9

9

1.0

27

Natural Area

7.3

45

0.8

28

Spruce Grove Park

18.9

46

0.9

29

Meadow Park

6.3

47

Natural Area
Checking with Martin
Pardoe
Alpha Lake Park

0.4

11

Emerald Park
Rainbow Subdivision
Park B
Millar's Pond Park

12

Alta Lake Former Hostel

0.5

30

29.9

48

Habitat Park

0.4

13

Whistler Olympic Plaza

1.6

31

31.2

49

Blueberry Park

14

Fitzsimmons Fan Park

2.3

32

Whistler Nature Reserve
Emerald Forest
Conservation Area
Golden Dreams
Conservation Area

51.4

50

White Gold Park

0.6

0.4

33

Rainbow Park

14.1

51

Meadow Park

0.0

0.1

34

Alta Lake Station

4.4

52

Spring Creek Fields

0.9

ID

10

Name

ID

Name

19

Eva Lake Park

16

Rainbow Subdivision
Park A
Green Lake Launch

17

Big Timber Park

9.0

35

Stonebridge

18

Bottomless Pond Park

1.0

36

Lakeside Park Pond

15

Total Area

Area
(ha)
0.4

ID

Name

37

Snowridge Site

Area
(ha)
2.6

0.1
2.3

29.1

29.6
4.8
543.2
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Figure 6. Location of parks and greenspaces managed by the RMOW.

Recommendation: Work with key stakeholders to identify and prioritize treatments of greenspace
infrastructure that could be impacted by wildfire and requires protection. Additional funding and staff will be
required to implement this recommendation.
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Figure 7A and B. Lost Lake fuel management sample photographs pre-treatment (A) and post-treatment (B) Photo
credit Bob Brett, Snowline Consulting.
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2.6 RMOW ACHIEVEMENTS TO DATE
The RMOW is a proven leader in strategic wildfire management and fire risk mitigation initiatives. The RMOW has
demonstrated this leadership by:





Working cooperatively with the UBCM and Provincial Government to secure funding for community
protection planning and fuel management;
Changing burning and debris disposal regulations to increase debris disposal in the community and reduce
costs;
Completing door to door FireSmart assessments of single family neighbourhoods and organizing this
information in a GIS environment; and
Completing a plan to develop a landscape fuel break network, and piloting the fuel break concept in the
Callaghan, in cooperation with the Cheakamus Community Forest.

Milestone achievements have been reached in the planning and implementation phases of strategic wildfire
prevention and fuels management. Planning achievements include:


Completion of the RMOW CWPP (2007), CWPP update (2011), Fire Behaviour Analysis (2013) and FireSmart
Assessment Report (2014). The program has targeted areas of considerable values at risk, such as water
systems and municipal parks, large hotel and residential areas as areas of priority to mitigate wildfire risk.



Fuel management prescriptions have been developed for approximately 173 ha of high priority WUI and
landscape-level prevention (Table 3).

Implementation achievements in the RMOW include approximately 93 ha of operational fuel treatment between
2004 and 2016 (Table 3). Table 4 outlines the various costs associated with all phases of prescription development
and operational treatment between 2009 and 2016. The total investments made since 2009 to fuel management in
the RMOW have totaled approximately $1.7 million (Table 4).
Table 3. Prescription development and treatment achievements in the RMOW (2004-2016).
Year

Operations
Completed?

Prescribed
(ha)

Completed
(ha)

2004 Lost Lake Thinning

2004

Yes

0.7

0.7

2007 Lost Lake Trail Thinning

2007

Yes

5.0

5.0

2008 Lost Lake Trail Thinning

2008

Yes

26.1

26.1

Kadenwood Treatment

2009

Yes

7.9

7.9

2010/2013

Yes

24.4

24.4

Millar's Pond (Block 8)

2014

Yes

14.7

14.7

Brio (Block 11)

2015

Pending

8.8

-

Taluswood (Block 12)

2014

Pending

9.1

-

Callaghan Phase 1

2014

Yes

14.1

14.1

Name

Horstman
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Name

Year

Operations
Completed?

Prescribed
(ha)

Completed
(ha)

Callaghan Phase 2

2014

Pending

16.9

-

Alpine Meadows

2015

Pending

15.0

-

CCF5

2015

Pending

6.2

-

Big Timber Block 7

2016

Pending

2.4

-

Block 8-2

2016

Pending

21.2

-

172.5

92.9

Total

The RMOW has actively worked towards building local capacity for the future of the fuel management program.
Local operational fuel treatment contractors were used on 80% of implementation projects and one local
professional consultant was used in various capacities throughout the duration of the program; many professional
consultants were used for more than one project or contract providing a significant boost to local forestry and
environmental contractors.
Table 4. Total financial investments to the RMOW fuel management by funding source between 2009 and 2016.
Year

Funding Source

Amount

RMOW
UBCM
RMOW
UBCM
RMOW
UBCM
RMOW
UBCM
RMOW
UBCM
RMOW
UBCM
RMOW
UBCM
RMOW
UBCM

$29,201
$53,936
$54,554
$332,409
$30,446
0
$3,000
?
$10,000
$9045
$320,000
$191,545
$136,000
$300,400
$388,000
$186,763

2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016 (budgeted)
Total

$1,649,909
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2.7 EXISTING KEY STAKEHOLDERS
2.7.1 UNION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MUNICIPALITIES
The UBCM funds various community safety programs, including strategic wildfire prevention. SWPI is a group of
funding programs that are administered through UBCM and managed through the Provincial Fuel Management
Working Group2. This group includes the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations (MFLNRO) and
First Nations Emergency Services Society (FNESS). This Initiative supports communities to mitigate wildfire risk in
the WUI through funding CWPP development, fuel management prescription development, fuel management
demonstration projects and operational fuel treatment activities/implementation3.
For operational fuel treatment programs, UBCM will provide up to 90% funding for project costs, up to a maximum
grant of $600,000/year for Regional Districts and $400,000/year for municipalities, in one calendar year. Conditions
for fuel treatment funding include:




Proposed treatment areas must be rated as extreme or high threat (as determined by the 2015
Provincial Strategic Threat Analysis (PSTA), which identifies hazardous fuels that can spot into the
interface, or the 2015 Wildland Interface Threat Rating Worksheet; and
Proposed treatment areas must be under an UBCM approved prescription.

The UBCM will subsidize up to 75% of the total project cost for fuel management prescription development and
requires the community to fund the remaining 25%. Conditions for prescription development include:



Proposed areas under application must be rated extreme or high threat (as determined by the 2015
PSTA or the 2015 Wildland Interface Threat Rating Worksheet); and
Proposed areas must be identified for treatment in the CWPP or be pre-approved by the UBCM.

2.7.2 FOREST ENHANCEMENT PROGRAM
On February 26, 2016, the B.C. Government announced the formation of the Forest Enhancement Society of B.C.
The purpose of the Society is to advance environmental and resource stewardship with a key focus on preventing
and mitigating the impacts of wildfires. The RMOW has made application to the Society with the goal of advancing
its landscape fuel break strategy that is based on detailed fire behaviour modelling conducted by the Municipality.
The fuel breaks identified in the RMOW’s fuel break strategy are summarized in Table 5 and illustrated in Figure 8.
The RMOW sees this program as an opportunity to fund a critical element of the strategy required within the
Municipality. This work will complement the existing SWPI program, that provides fuel treatment funding for the
Wildland Urban Interface located with 2 km of developed areas. The program has a three-year funding mandate so
it’s uncertain whether funds will be available through the life of this strategy document. Other funding may be
required to meet the goals and mandate of the landscape fuel break strategy.

2
3

http://www.ubcm.ca/EN/main/funding/lgps/strategic-wildfire-prevention.html
https://ground.hpr.for.gov.bc.ca/
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Table 5. Summary of fuel break treatment areas in the RMOW. (not prioritized)
Fuelbreak Name
Brandywine Creek
Alpha Creek
Cheakamus River
Twenty-One Mile Creek
Sixteen Mile Creek
Nineteen Mile Creek
Blackcomb
Fitzsimmons Creek
Whistler Creek
Callaghan Creek
Total

Area (ha)
207
160
235
164
158
126
264
188
107
147
1756

The total area of fuel breaks delineated is approximately 1,756 ha, however there is an area of 163 ha that directly
overlaps with the hazardous fuel types discussed above (Section 2.2, Table 1) and are therefore double counted in
this table. It is recognized that this is an optimum distribution of fuel breaks located throughout the Municipality
and that there are likely not enough resources to implement the work in all of these proposed areas. Priority and
funding should be given to areas at both the south and north ends of the Municipality and then other fuel breaks
within the Municipality should be selected in conjunction with adjacent fuel management work to gain the greatest
effectiveness in limiting fire growth and reducing fire behaviour potential within the community. There are
additional areas within the CCF operating area that could be thinned to fuel break standards that would enhance
and complement the RMOW fuel break strategy, further reducing the overall risk to the community. These areas
would be managed by the CCF and as part of the memorandum of understanding would meet acceptable standards
of fuel management.
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Figure 8. Fuel breaks identified in the RMOW fuel break strategy.

2.7.3 MINISTRY OF FORESTS, LANDS AND NATURAL RESOURCE OPERATIONS
(MFLNRO)
The MFLNRO requires various approvals for wildfire mitigation activities occurring on Crown land where MFLNRO
acts as the land manager, including:


First Nations information sharing and consultation must be completed to Ministry standards and requires
District Manager approval.
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Letters of Authorization (LOAs) are provided by the Ministry District Manager for mitigation activities that
include removal of no more than 50 m3 of unmerchantable timber on Crown Land. This approval requires
prescription and treatment area reviews by the District Manager.
A Fuel Reduction Forestry Licence to Cut (FLTC) is provided by the Ministry District Manager for mitigation
activities that include removal of no more than 2,000 m3 of merchantable timber on Crown Land. This
approval requires completion of an application, and prescription and treatment area review by the District
Manager.

2.7.4 LICENSEES
The Cheakamus Community Forest holds tenure throughout much of the RMOW. To date the CCF has assisted in
the fuel management program through removal of merchantable wood and in the harvest of the pilot Callaghan
fuel break area. Generally, their participation has been limited due to the value of the wood and the high cost of
harvest working directly in and around homes within the WUI. There is an opportunity for the CCF to participate
more broadly in the community wildfire protection program. This requires the completion of a memorandum of
understanding related to the requirements of fuel management standards, and provides a formula for
compensation of the additional costs required in implementing these standards to meet the required hazard
reduction targets.
Partner with CCF (memorandum of understanding is required) to advance the application of mechanical treatments
to reduce costs (see Section 4.3).

3 KEY BARRIERS TO SUCCESS
The key objectives for fuel management in the RMOW are to reduce hazardous forest fuel loads in the WUI (as
identified in the CWPP) and to increase employment for local resource workers. Currently, only 8% of the prioritized
areas have been treated (92 ha of the approximately 1200 ha of eligible Priority 1 Crown land) and approximately
14% of the untreated priority areas are under prescription. This section summarizes the key barriers to achieving
fuel management objectives.

3.1 INSUFFICIENT FUNDING
For operational fuel treatment programs, UBCM through the Strategic Wildfire Prevention Initiative (SWPI) will
provide up to 90% funding for project costs, up to a maximum grant of $400,000/year and will subsidize up to 75%
of the total project cost for fuel management prescription development, requiring the community to fund the
remaining 25%. SWPI funding can be used in the Wildland Urban Interface only, defined as the area within 2
kilometers of a community with a minimum density of 10 structures per square kilometer, not for the landscape
level fuel breaks. Currently approximately 1,200 ha of eligible Priority 1 risks (Crown jurisdiction) have been
identified and require prescription development and treatment. Considering UBCM provides an annual maximum
of $400,000 and requires communities to contribute 10% of the outstanding costs this can be a large financial
burden for small communities. Additionally, operational fuel treatment in the RMOW costs approximately
$30,000/ha for completion. With a top up contribution from RMOW of $10,000/ha this only allows for a maximum
of approximately 15-20 ha of fuel treatment annually. This is inadequate considering the extensive Priority 1 and 2
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areas throughout the RMOW. Moreover, treatment of 15-20 ha annually assumes that the RMOW and/or local
governments are able to contribute the maximum allowable annual community contribution in order to leverage
maximum funding.
The funding model needs to be substantially improved with either more funding coming from the Province and or
RMOW contributing more funds from its capital budget.
Additionally, if the scale of treatments can be expanded using mechanical methods or increase burning of debris,
the program could realize further gains in efficiency.
Given the current shortfall in funding necessary to adequately protect the RMOW within the foreseeable future, to
manage the current wildfire risk profile of the community, and to protect the significant contribution of the resort
to the economy of British Columbia, additional support and funding certainty is required from the province. Whistler
currently welcomes over 3 million people per year, generates $1.5 billion annual provincial GDP and contributes
approximately 25% of BC’s total tourism export revenue. The loss of forest cover and the impact to the built
environment and critical infrastructure due to a wildfire would create a long term negative impact on the tourism
experience of Whistler, and place significant downward pressure on visitor numbers and tourism revenues to the
province.
Recommendation: Seek additional support and funding certainty from the province to accelerate the overall plan
outlined in this strategy.

3.2 AVAILABLE RESOURCES
Currently, Heather Beresford, the Manager of Environmental Stewardship, is responsible for all operational fuel
thinning work within the Municipality. To date she has been effectively able to manage the current program within
the scope of her other responsibilities. If the program were to be increased substantially on an annual basis there
is uncertainty around what additional resources would be required to assist in the management of the program.
Administration of the fuels program ideally requires separate or additional resources. Furthermore, the design of a
program that coordinates all programs like UBCM, FEP and the CCF and is administered at a community level would
be an ideal model to manage the program.
Having a dedicated staff person(s) with secured funding in place for an operational fuel management program will
improve the success and efficiency of an overall program, in addition to a coordinated strategic approach among
key stakeholders (MFLNRO, UBCM, licensee, and Whistler Fire Rescue).
Another key barrier has been the cost associated with per hectare treatments. Finding efficiencies and lowering per
hectare costs would allow for more area to be treated. The key way to achieve lower treatment costs is to provide
a long term stable contract that provides certainty and would allow a contractor to invest in the right equipment to
do the job. To date the program has been inconsistent such that a contractor could make a substantive investment
in equipment that is more aligned with the requirements of the projects tendered to date. Historically, it has been
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challenging to attract qualified contractors that can optimally treat the site mechanically with the optimum
equipment.
It is recommended that RMOW work toward establishing a 3-5-year stewardship contract that guarantees a fixed
amount of work. This contract would specify a maximum per hectare rate that could be charged in different
treatment conditions but would be substantive enough and would include quality planning such that the contract
rate could be reduced to a lower level when compared to the tenders of the past few seasons. The goal would be
to reduce treatment costs below a threshold of $20,000/ha.
Recommendation: Secure required personnel resources to manage and administer a coordinated operational
fuel management program that includes coordination with key stakeholders and funding programs.
Recommendation: Establish a 3 to 5-year operational fuel management contract with the goal of encouraging
investment in technologies and equipment to increase efficiencies and reduce treatment costs

3.3 PRIVATE LAND RISKS
UBCM funding of operational fuel management programs is restricted to Crown land. However, within the RMOW
the threat from wildfire occurs on both private and public lands. The effectiveness of fuel management treatment
in many areas of the Municipality is limited by the extent of private land. There is no funding for private land owners
to mitigate the risks of wildfire on their property.
Approximately 369 ha of private land throughout the RMOW are Priority 1 and Priority 2 risk areas. Considering the
fact that public dollars cannot be spent on private land to mitigate wildfire risk, incentives, awareness and education
for residents are considered increasingly important.

3.4 STAKEHOLDER SILOS
The key stakeholders tasked with managing and implementing fuel management (RMOW, Wildfire Services Branch
(WSB), MFLNRO, UBCM, CCF and contractors), are working for the most part individually to meet program goals. As
a result, the relationship between these organizations needs to be realigned in order to effectively address the scale
of the problem.
The UBCM program lacks the necessary cohesion and coordination required to ensure administrative and
operational efficiencies. This applies both at the UBCM level and the local government level. The application process
should be designed to address one application for multiple areas rather than submission of individual applications
for each area. Timing and flexibility in approvals needs to be streamlined, specifically in circumstances where the
local government has an established track record and approved prescriptions on the shelf. The payment process
could also be streamlined, such that local governments could receive an advance with a holdback and the technical,
financial and GIS data approvals could be handled in one office instead of involving up to three different people in
different locations.
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Recommendation: Develop a multi-year plan that 1) identifies treatment areas and areas requiring
maintenance that are linked to the level of funding determined as part of this process and 2) that is widely
publicized so all stakeholders are aware of RMOW fuel management planning.

3.5 NEW DEVELOPMENT
Various factors contribute to wildfire threat in and around a community, including ignition sources, fuel types, and
development in the WUI. Many local and regional governments have participated in the Strategic Wildfire
Prevention Initiative through the UBCM by completing CWPPs and undertaking small scale fuel treatment projects.
While the 2003 Filmon report attempted to promote engagement of local and regional governments through a costshared model, it has generally not affected the necessary level of change to address the scale of fire problems faced
by communities across BC.
Enforcement of a comprehensive and consistent standard of development in high hazard wildfire zones, which
occur throughout the RMOW, would be a logical step to take. This is best accomplished through the development
and implementation of a Wildfire Development Permit Area (DPA). The establishment of a Wildfire DPA would
require construction of new homes to standards that would ensure they are not vulnerable to wildfire or add to the
wildfire risk profile of a community. This type of legislation would be similar to both flood plain and geotechnical
hazard areas. Compared to other jurisdictions across North America, BC is missing a standard that links CWPP
recommendations and fuel treatments to current and future development. This is a significant gap that will continue
to grow with increasing development within the interface. Establishment of a Wildfire DPA will contribute to
effective management of WUI developments and would mitigate this growing problem.
Application of a Wildfire DPA could include the following development scenarios:






Renovation
Subdivision;
New development;
Large parcels; and
Alteration of land including site grading, vegetation removal, and even riparian area restoration works.

An effective Wildfire DPA would need to consider the principles of FireSmart which include:




Managing vegetation to create defensible space around buildings;
Rated roofing; and
Construction materials and landscaping standards.

Specifically, Wildfire DPA guidelines generally intend to reduce fire risk by ensuring adequate setbacks between
buildings and the forest edge through the use of fire resistant building materials (i.e., metal roofing, use of nonwood exterior siding, glazed windows and doors, etc.) and practices, and by removal of debris or fuels within the
defensible space immediately adjacent to structures.
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4 SOLUTIONS
These proposed solutions address the specific problems identified in Section 3 above. Budgets to achieve these
solutions are provided in Section 5. Additionally, stand-alone projects are identified and summarized in Section 6.
The purpose of these stand-alone projects is to address specific issues that would not otherwise be covered through
work outlined.

4.1 SECURE FUNDING
To accelerate the current Community Wildfire Protection program, the RMOW must secure additional funding from
the Provincial Government and or fund the program to a higher level with municipal resources. Largely the hazard
that has been identified is on crown land and therefore it should be the responsibility of the crown. That said
Whistler is not unlike many communities in B.C. where there is a significant need for funding and limited resources
to address the problem. At this time, it does not appear, that outside of UBCM and FEP funding, that the Province
has the resources to treat the Whistler hazard areas in a time period and scale that substantially reduces hazard
within the next 10 years. At the current funding levels, it is anticipated that the program would require at least 20
years to have a meaningful impact in protecting against a large catastrophic wildfire similar to Boulder Creek. While
the existing UBCM fuel modification program provides a base for funding, considerably more resources are
required. The recommendations here are based on the fact that key stakeholders have a greater appetite for
projects with matching funds. The potential to increase resources are as follows:
1. Capital Project: Consider the wildfire risk reduction as a capital project that would be completed over a 10-year
cycle.
2. UBCM: Continue to maximize the dollars available ($400,000/year) from UBCM for both planning and
prescriptions of areas that qualify for treatment under this program. The RMOW has maintained momentum
and has protected some high priority areas within the Municipality. While there are limitations to the current
program it has allowed the Municipality to create some fundamental building blocks in the areas of highest risk.
3. FES Funding: work aggressively to secure funds within the new $85 million dollar FEP program to advance the
fuel break strategy and partnering with the CCF. FEP funding is independent of the UBCM with some unique
opportunities to advance RMOW wildfire protection goals. The RMOW will need to work cooperatively with the
Resource District in prioritizing and submitting projects and as such the RMOW has already initiated dialogue
with the Resource District to start this process. It is hopeful that funding can be secured to complete the
Callaghan fuel break project in 2016 and that new monetary resources in 2017 will fund additional prescription
work and the development of the next priority fuel break area.
Recommendation: Secure additional funding to accelerate the Community Wildfire Protection program.
Options include: capital project funding (10-year cycle), maximization of UBCM funding, and FES funding
secured in coordination with MFLNRO and CCF (fuel break projects)
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4.2 PUBLIC OUTREACH AND EDUCATION
A fundamental FireSmart principle is to protect individual buildings and infrastructure and work out from there.
RMOW began a program in 2014 to assess and communicate individual FireSmart ratings to single family residences.
More work is required to complete the assessment of the remainder of community and to develop a strategic plan
to prioritize focus areas based on identified risk. Further work requires the owners of these private and publicly
owned assets to be engaged and involved in risk reduction. To achieve this requires three components:
1. Develop additional RMOW specific education and outreach material. This can be inexpensive and based on
existing material available in the public realm, such as FireSmart. What is important is that this information is
tailored to target audiences within the community (single family homes, strata corporations, and businesses)
and speaks directly to the specific programs that the RMOW is championing and how the RMOW can assist in
facilitating FireSmart activities. These documents cannot be generic and need to be focused on what the RMOW
is actually doing:





Comprehensive strategic approach to protecting the community and reducing risks from wildfire;
Coordinated links between key stakeholders to ensure a coordinated approach;
Tactical, community scale wildfire preparedness plans and evacuation plans;
Door to door assistance, as limited by funding and others;

2. Focused and on-going public education: To be successful this requires more than simply making available
FireSmart pamphlets. Whistler Fire Rescue could stage training sessions in neighbourhood’s, go door to door to
talk to home owners and offer assistance to identify things that can be fixed. These include tidying up yard
waste, creating a 10-m safe area around buildings and the proper placement for sprinklers. This approach has
the added benefit of using fire department personnel who carry respect in the community.
3. The RMOW assessed private properties in 2014 and has already begun the development of a web-based tool
for communicating specific risk to individual properties. The utility of this tool is that it allows individual
homeowners to see where their property is in regards to existing wildfire risk rating and provide practical tools
to assist them in addressing these risks. This initiative is being considered by the BC Wildfire Service, and the
RMOW is well-positioned to advance this tool as a Provincial pilot opportunity. This is a recommended as a
stand-alone project summarized in Section 6.
4. The RMOW has recently staffed a FireSmart coordinator position within the Fire Rescue department. This
position is focused on advancing FireSmart within the community.
Recommendation: Improve public understanding of fire risk and personal/homeowner responsibility and
mitigate wildfire risks on private property through increased efforts in public outreach and education.

Recommendation: The new FireSmart coordinator should develop a strategic plan based on identified risks and
priorities including working with stratas.
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Figure 9A and B. Overview of the Whistler FireSmart Area (A) and Structure and Site Hazard rating system (B)
for the RMOW.
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Figure 10A and B. Screen captures illustrating the hazard rating system for sample RMOW neighbourhoods
including area hazard (A) and Structure and Site Hazard rating (B).

4.3 COORDINATE STAKEHOLDERS AND ADVANCED PLANNING
This review of issues that confront the RMOW in its ability to more effectively address community protection has
identified the need to work together more cooperatively with other stakeholders on specific issues.
The solutions should focus on building upon existing structures and responsibilities and not by inventing a new
governance model or creating new committees. The RMOW should partner with CCF in cooperating to achieve the
greater good of public safety and protection. There is a tremendous opportunity here to advance the goals of both
organizations working together with First Nations, creating employment and achieving a broader scale of
community wildfire protection.
Landscape scale fuel management operations could involve complex, expensive and potentially controversial
activities. The RMOW would need to lead this initiative with support from FES and MFLNRO, municipalities and
other stakeholders in planning and prescription development. The Callaghan pilot project has provided a great
learning opportunity to quantify costs, to develop appropriate prescription standards and work with tourism
stakeholders. Many of the Priority 1 and 2 treatment areas overlap with the CCF tenure. For example, 52% of
identified treatment areas that do not currently qualify for UBCM funding provide an excellent opportunity to
highlight the opportunity for cooperation. To increase stakeholder engagement and accelerate the current scale
and scope of the program the RMOW should consider:
1. Partnering with the CCF and advancing the application of mechanical treatments to reduce costs: Current fuel
treatment costs are approximately $30,000/ha. This reflects the fact that under most circumstances no
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revenues are associated with these treatments as all timber that is cut and disposed of is non-merchantable.
Preliminary analysis and work in other jurisdictions suggests that these unit costs could be reduced to $5,000
to $10,000 if revenues could be included from smaller diameter merchantable timber. This would, for the most
part, need to be explored in partnership with the CCF. This would require a memorandum of understanding
that addresses increased standards of tree retention and debris removal. The memorandum would deal with
fuel management treatment standards. Additionally, the RMOW should direct the locations and the planning
of this work to make sure that it meets an effectiveness standard in addressing the potential wildfire behaviour
and wildfire risk.
2. Accelerate planning: over the past ten years of the program the RMOW has been able to take advantage of
grants and funding opportunities largely because there were shovel ready projects available. When CWPP’s
were first funded the RMOW was one of the first applicants, and completing the CWPP allowed the Municipality
to successfully secure some of the first available fuel treatment dollars. Similarly, the development of the fuel
break strategy puts the RMOW in a unique position to apply for FEP dollars to implement the strategy. Currently
the RMOW is planning approximately one year in advance of any work on the ground. The RMOW should invest
in a comprehensive 10-year plan including development of all prescriptions. Ideally this plan should be
completed within a three-year time projection such that as new funding opportunities come available the
Municipality has shovel ready projects that can be quickly implemented and take advantage of available funding
sources.
Within existing funding models (FES and SWPI) only high and extreme areas identified in the CWPP and
potentially the strategic fuel breaks (this is currently in an application stage and funding status is unknown)
would qualify for prescription funding. The majority of the area (1200 ha) identified within this plan would not
be covered within these two programs, yet given proximity to the community and threat level, they contribute
to the greater wildfire risk profile. Therefore, there is a need to fund an extensive planning exercise to address
this additional area which has been allocated in the budget assumptions in Section 5. It may be possible to seek
additional funding from the Province through other programs, however there is no guarantee of this. This work
is considered fundamental to the success of the plan, as treatments cannot be carried out on crown land
without the necessary planning, and these prescriptions provide shovel ready projects, that could receive
priority funding if more monies and programs are dedicated to this important issue.

Recommendation: Coordinate stakeholders to collaboratively plan and implement landscape scale fuel
management. Conduct a high-level meeting with senior staff from the key organizations as the starting point to
develop a plan and cooperatively work together to implement a broader landscape level treatment strategy.
Recommendation: Partner with CCF (memorandum of understanding is required) to advance the application
of mechanical treatments to reduce costs.
Recommendation: Explore opportunity for creating prescriptions based on a range of site conditions rather than
unique prescriptions for each treatment unit.
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Recommendation: Invest in a comprehensive 10-year action plan, ideally with a 3-year projection, to ensure
projects are shovel-ready and can be implemented quickly as funding opportunities come available.
Partnerships will lead to efficiencies that could support more landscape scale treatments and help create the
momentum to overcome some of the hurdles that limit success. A stand-alone project to achieve this solution is
summarized in Section 6.

4.4 DEVELOPMENT PERMIT AREAS
The wildland urban interface within the RMOW will continue to grow over the coming decades, adding to the fire
risk problem, and requiring more fuel management in the absence of any intervention. To address this problem,
the RMOW needs to create new bylaws that minimize areas developed in the interface that are vulnerable to
wildfire.
A number of communities have already begun to work on this issue. Approximately twelve local governments
throughout the Province have a Wildfire Development Permit Area application process. Some of these are weaker
legislatively when compared to others. The RMOW should create a development permit process that builds on the
strength of DPA’s created in other communities. While some might argue that this is an onerous process, it is
considered one of the most important step the RMOW can take to limit wildfire related liabilities.
A sound DPA process needs to incorporate the following:





Identifies the areas of high risk that should be included within the bylaw – this would likely be a large area
of the RMOW (perhaps the majority);
Includes RMOW staff from the fire service, emergency services, planning, building inspection, environment,
and bylaw enforcement in the design and implementation of the process;
Contains standards for vegetation setbacks, building material and construction standards, evacuation and
ingress standards to maintain fire fighter safety; and
Involves Qualified Professionals with recognized experience and training in protecting communities from
wildfire.

In 2014 a Wildfire DPA proposal was put before managers for funding. There were concerns about the impact of
this proposal on the costs and burden placed on developers. While there are additional costs and requirements for
developers in this process, these have been promoted and accepted in communities with a lower wildfire risk
profile. Both the North Vancouver District and the District of Maple Ridge have successfully implemented the DPA
process with limited impact on the development community. The RMOW risk profile is considerably higher and the
vegetation proximity (forest surrounds the community) and the building design (large amounts of wood
characterize much of the building stock) make RMOW homes and businesses highly vulnerable to wildfire. A DPA is
required to limit further development that is vulnerable and that slowly converts existing housing stock to a less
vulnerable condition. It is important to note that in the absence of this approach that the effectiveness of the fuel
treatment work that is being conducted on crown land will be reduced.
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Given the experience in Kelowna, Slave Lake and now Fort McMurray, the RMOW may want to follow the lead of
the District of North Vancouver, which developed an all hazards DPA that includes flood, wildfire, and slope
stability4.
Recommendation: Enforce a comprehensive and consistent standard of development in high hazard wildfire
zones through the development and implementation of a Wildfire Development Permit Area (DPA).
A stand-alone project to achieve this solution is summarized in the Section 6.

5 BUDGET
5.1 BUDGET ASSUMPTIONS
These revenue and expense projections are built around two distinct options as follows:
Option 1 Mid-Range: This option assumes annual treatment, over a ten-year timeline, of 30 hectares (ha) in the
Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) (25% of identified Crown land Priority 1 treatment areas) and 40 ha of landscape
fuel breaks. Total annual budget is $1,500,000 in year one, $1,800,000 in year 2, $1,750,000 in years 3 through 5
and $1,500,000 in years 6 through 10. Total 10-year budget is $16,050,000.
Option 2 Upper Range: This option assumes a doubling of the total treatment areas for annual treatment, over a
ten-year timeline, of 60 ha in the WUI (50% of identified Crown land Priority 1 treatment areas) and 80 ha of
landscape fuel breaks. Total annual budget is $2,896,000 in year one, $3,196,000 in year 2, $3,146,000 in years 3
through 5, and $2,896,000 in years 6 through 10. Total 10-year budget is $30,010,000.
The following activities are common to both budget options and are included in the total annual and total 10-year
costs cited above:




4

RMOW project funding of:
o

A comprehensive 10-year plan to identify and develop all fuel break and WUI treatment
prescriptions as shovel ready projects ($250,000 per year over 4 years for a total of $1,000,000),

o

A Wildfire Development Permit Area program ($50,000 total); and

RMOW operations funding of an annual Neighourhood FireSmart Support Program. The program will focus
on hiring a contractor, public awareness, a marketing campaign, material removal, and partnering with
existing champions ($100,000 per annum for a total of $1,000,000).

https://www.dnv.org/property-and-development/development-permit-areas
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5.1.1 OPTION 1: MID-RANGE (30 HECTARES WILDLAND URBAN INTERFACE [WUI] AND
40 HECTARES FUEL BREAK)
Assumptions for this option are as follows:








Objective is to treat 30 hectares in the WUI per year over a ten-year timeline (25% of Crown land Priority 1
areas)
o Apply for maximum available UBCM funding for Fuel Modification treatments: $400,000 per year
(this provides two thirds funding to treat 20 ha).
o RMOW Project funds of $200,000 to cover the remaining one third cost to treat 20 ha.
o RMOW Project funds of $300,000 per year to provide full funding for the remaining 10 hectares to
be treated each year to reach the 30-ha objective.
o Apply for $50,000 UBCM funding per year for writing WUI prescriptions.
Landscape Fuel Breaks – Objective is to treat 40 hectares per year at an average cost of $10,000 per hectare
and approximately $1400 per hectare for prescriptions ($450,000 total)
o Apply for Forest Enhancement Society Forest Enhancement Program (FEP) funding of $250,000
annually for prescriptions and treatment operations funding to develop the fuel break network
(covers 20 hectares treated per year)
o RMOW project funding of $200,000 per year (remaining 20 hectares funded for treatment)
Fund a comprehensive 10-year plan to identify and develop all fuel break and treatment prescriptions as
shovel ready projects $1,000,000 – one-time investment ($250,000 per year over 4 years).
Fund and manage a Wildfire Development Permit Area (DPA) program - $50,000.
FireSmart Program – contractor, public awareness, marketing campaign, material removal, and partnering
with existing champions - $100,000.
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Table 6. Option 1 Projects: 30 hectares Wildland Urban Interface (WUI), 40 hectares of Fuel Breaks
Projects
(with funding source)

2017 ($)

2018 ($)

2019 ($)

2020 ($)

2021 ($)

2022 ($)

2023 ($)

2024 ($)

2025 ($)

2026 ($)

Ten-year Budget Commitment
1. Wildland Urban
Interface Fuel Thinning
 UBCM Grants

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

950,000
400,000

 RMOW Budget
 Prescriptions – UBCM
Grants

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

500,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

50,000

2. Fuel Breaks

450000

450000

450000

450000

450000

450000

450000

450000

450000

450000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

 Fuel Break
Prescriptions and
Treatment (Forest
Enhancement Society
Grants)
 RMOW Funding

200,000

3. Wildfire DPA (RMOW
Funding)
4. Neighbourhood
FireSmart (RMOW
Funding)
5. Comprehensive 10year Prescription Plan
(RMOW Funding)
Total Commitment

100,000

1,500,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

50,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

250000

250000

250000

250000

-

-

-

-

-

1,800,000

1,750,000

1,750,000

1,750,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

Ten-year Funding Model - Option 1
UBCM
Forest Enhancement
Society
RMOW Project
RMOW Operations
Total Funding

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

450,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

250,000

700,000

1,000,000

950,000

950,000

950,000

700,000

700,000

700,000

700,000

700,000

100,000
1,500,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

1,800,000

1,750,000

1,750,000

1,750,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

1,500,000

Table 7. Option 1 Total 10-year Budget Commitments
Agency

Contribution ($)

RMOW Project Budget

8,050,000

RMOW Operations Budget

1,000,000

UBCM Program*

4,500,000

Other Government Program**

2,500,000

Total 10-year commitment

16,050,000

*UBCM Fuel Modification and Prescription Programs (availability of program funding subject to change)
**Options currently include Forest Enhancement Program (availability of program funding subject to change)
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5.1.2 OPTION 2: 60 HECTARES WUI AND 80 HECTARES FUEL BREAK
Assumptions for this option are as follows:








Objective is to treat 60 hectares in the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI) per year over a ten-year timeline
(50% of Crown land Priority 1 areas)
o Apply for maximum available UBCM funding for Fuel Modification treatments: $400,000 per year.
This provides two thirds funding to treat 20 WUI hectares.
o RMOW Project funds of $200,000 to cover remaining one third cost to treat 20 WUI hectares.
o RMOW Project funds of $1.2 million per year to provide full funding for the remaining 40 ha to be
treated each year to reach the 60-ha objective.
o Apply to UBCM for $84,000 funding per year for writing WUI prescriptions. (60 ha * $1400)
Landscape Fuel Breaks – Objective is to treat 80 hectares per year at average treatment cost of $10,000 per
hectare and $1400 per hectare for prescriptions ($912,000 total)
o Apply for Forest Enhancement Society Forest Enhancement Program (FEP) funding of $512,000 per
year for 80 hectares of prescriptions and 40 ha treatment funding
o RMOW project funding of $400,000 per year for treatment for the remaining 40 hectares
Fund a comprehensive 10-year plan to identify and develop all fuel break and treatment prescriptions as
shovel ready projects $1,000,000 – one-time investment ($250,000 per year over 4 years).
Fund and manage a Development Permit Area (DPA) program - $50,000.
Neighbourhood FireSmart Program - contractor, public awareness, marketing campaign, material removal,
and partnering with existing champions - $100,000.
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Table 8. Option 2 Projects: 60 hectares Wildland Urban Interface and 80 hectares of fuel breaks.
Budget Item
(Funding Source/Program)

2017 ($)

2018 ($)

2019 ($)

2020 ($)

2021 ($)

2022 ($)

2023 ($)

2024 ($)

2025 ($)

2026 ($)

1,884,000

1,884,000

1,884,000

1,884,000

1,884,000

Ten-year Budget Commitment
1. Wildfire Urban Interface
Fuel Thinning
 UBCM Grants
 RMOW Budget
 Prescriptions – UBCM
Grants
2. Fuel Breaks
 Fuel Break Prescriptions
and Treatment (Forest
Enhancement Society
grants)
 Fuel Breaks (RMOW
Funding)

1,884,000

5. RMOW Project/
Comprehensive 10-year Plan
Total Commitment

1,884,000

1,884,000

1,884,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

1,400,000

1,400,000

1,400,000

1,400,000

1,400,000

1,400,000
84,000

1,400,000
84,000

1,400,000
84,000

1,400,000
84,000

1,400,000
84,000

84,000

84,000

84,000

84,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

912,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

400,000

84,000

3. Wildfire DPA (RMOW
Funding)
4. Neighborhood Firesmart
(RMOW Funding)

1,884,000

100,000

2,896,000

50,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

250000

250000

250000

250000

-

-

-

-

-

3,196,000

3,146,000

3,146,000

3,146,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

484,000

Ten-year Funding Model - Option 2
484,000
484,000
484,000
484,000

484,000

484,000

484,000

484,000

UBCM

484,000

Forest Enhancement Society

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

512,000

1,800,000

2,100,000

2,050,000

2,050,000

2,050,000

1,800,000

1,800,000

1,800,000

1,800,000

1,800,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

100,000

2,896,000

3,196,000

3,146,000

3,146,000

3,146,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

2,896,000

RMOW Project
RMOW
Total Funding

Table 9. Option 2 Total 10-year Budget Commitments
Agency

Contribution ($)

RMOW Project Budget

19,050,000

RMOW Operations Budget

1,000,000

UBCM Program*

4,840,000

Other Government Program**

5,120,000

Total 10-year commitment

30,010,000

*UBCM Fuel Modification and Prescription Programs (availability of program funding subject to change)
**Options currently include Forest Enhancement Program (availability of program funding subject to change)
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6 STAND-ALONE PROJECTS
In addition to the recommendations listed in section 5 with costs in section 6, the following stand-alone projects
are intended to further strengthen the capacity of the RMOW to protect communities:

Stand Alone 1: Web-based Tool
Secure funding to partner with the BC Wildfire Service to develop a stand-alone project based on 2014
property risk assessments to design and implement a web-based tool for homeowners to evaluate their
relative risk and provide tools to help reduce this risk.
Stand Alone 2: Coordinated Stakeholders
Secure funding to design a pilot project with two or three licensees to coordinate activities and reduce costs.
In addition, create the institutional support with communities, RMOW staff, local government and the
Province.
Stand Alone 3: Development Permit Areas
Secure funding to develop new bylaws and create Wildfire DPA. Strike a staff committee involving all
coordinating departments and consult externally with realtors, builders and developers.
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